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Abstract

In a study extending and refining Cyol Chomsky's research, 48

Arabic speaking children aged 6, 8 & lO'years were tested for theirs

comprehension of imperatives using the complement-requiring verbs Ask.,

Tell and Promise. Clear support for children's Overgeneralization of

the MDP was found on:ly with Promise constructions. AO a classification

error by Chomsky (including a more complex sentence among her simplest I-

Ask/Tell Case) was corrected by making a new case of this construction,

It was found to in fact be much harder than all but Chomsky's most

difficult type. Performane on this lotter.Ask type (with the subject.of

the complement clause deleted) was, as. MDP overgeneralization would *pre-

diet, poorer tha,n on the corresponding Tell construction. However, the

nature of the errors raise aliernatiy,es.to the MDP overgeneraliiation ex-

planation. Overall, there was a strong tendency to intérpret both Asks

and Tells as direct speech, alld ther.efore to ask the why claus6. In the .

case of Ask constructions this leads..to,asking with the wrong subject.

There were definite, age,,related Ask stages based on correct subject

assignment. Comprehensibility is not, a§ Chomsky claimed, simply one to

complemegt clause complexity defined as the number of deletions*from

surface.
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jhe Acqpisition of.Ask, Tell, and Promise

Structures by Arabic Speaking Children

To determine tie general principles underlying langu44e. sition
4'

cind tb gain insight tnIo''po'ssi.Ie strategies utilized by ch A

processing linguistic material
1

it is necess4ry to investig d
.

landuage acquisition in diverse langbages. This paper is a con ibution

to this endeavor.

recently most of the research on child langUaoe acquisition

focused on children under five or six years of age, probably due largely

to the fact that the more obvious surface fonfls seemedlbretty well under

chi'ldren's productive control by then. Carol Chomsky (1969) was among

the first to demonstrate that there are 'tome seeMingly fairly simple

syntaCtic structures that many-English speaking children do not-tompre-

hend even by the ,age o ten. This- paper will adcfr'bs itself to the ac-

quisition of some Of 'the same types of structures in Arabic by Lebanese
\\.

children learning LebaneSe Arabic as their first language.

Our fbcus will be on,Ask/Tell/Promise constructions.' In her study,

Chomsky either gave a specific instruction to one child who was to exe-

. cute the ImperatIve (for Ask/Tell) by verbalizing to another child, or

she asked the child to makesa toy do something'(for Promise). Three

examples are:

(1) Ask Paul what to feed the baby.

(2). Tell. Paul what t9 feed the baby.

(3) Bozo promised nald to do a somersault:`',Mal(e N,do it.

(Bozo.and Donald were'a toy clown and duck, respeaively, which'the child

was to manipulate apcopriately.) '.It\is apparent that (1) and (2) have

identical-surf-a6e structures'; namely, main VP, Ask/Ter Paul', plus a

(
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...question word, what, and an infinitival complemeRt, to feed th'e baby.

Whereithey differ is ih the assignment pf the logical subjeCt.of the

infinitival verb, in (2) it is Paul who is to do the feeding, whereas

in (1) it is yoy, unexpressed in the surface of the English imperatye. .

A linguistie analysis 'Ascribing this phenomenon proposed by Rosen-

!Daum (1967) is as follows --. for structures of 'pie form:

(4) (NP1) tell NP2 wh- to inf VP

the deneral rule is to as.sign the NP closestito the complement verb as

its subject, in'this case NP2: Thus in (2) it isiPaul who is to feed She

baby, since Pail, NP2, is closer to the complement verb feed than (you),

NPG This principle, the Minimal Distance PrInciple (MDP), applies' to a.

large number of verbs in English which use complementizing verbs, e.g.,

tell, persuade, permit, sele'ct, want, and expect. In the latter two verbs,.

when there is no NP2., e.g., "John wanted to leave," application of the

MDP assigns the correct subjett to the complement verb. In contrast, inC.
) it is (you), 01 Ilho is to do the feeding. Thus, in the case -of

sentences of the form:

(6) (PO ask NP2 wh- to inf VP

. "with the main ve'rb ask, the rule is to Assign the NP further from the

complement verb, 01, as ists subject, thus v'folatipg the MDP.
\

Likewise, to correctly interpret (3) *the MDP mut be violated, and

the NP further from.th'e complement verb must be assigned as the comple-

ment A'rb's subject: It is Bozo, not Donald,who is to do a somersault.

Prom e is thus an excelion inEnglish, in that it always violates the

. MDP. Ask, is only sometimes an exception because constructions,4?ask

.in the request sense do not violate the MDP. The use of ask as request

involves.a surface form very much lIke (3), but the MDP apPlies,

it is Donald (N22) who is to go to,the front of-the line in the sentence

. '
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"Bozo asked.Donald to go -io the fron,t of the.l.ine.

Since the vast majority of NP1 V NP2 wh-o inf VP constructionsn

English_conform to the MbP ChoMsky reasoned, noI unreasona4 that child-
,

ren should :internalize this principle and thus correctly comarehend Sen-

teneds Aere it applies before they learn exceptions to it. Having

learned to apply the MDP the child would then, initi,a1.1y, be ,xpected

to overextend it to those cases where it doe.not apply. Thus, the Ask
7

and Promise structures she studied sho61d,be me often m4sinterpreted

than the Tell'structures. ,Young childrem should. thus respond to (1) "Ask

Paul what to feed the baby" with "What should you feed the baby?" and to

(3) "Bozo promised Donald to do a somersault, Make him do it." with a

demonstration showing Donald doing the somersaulting. Further, thomsky

rei)oned that sinbe, in Epglish, ask sometimes requires application and

-)
sometimes violation of the MDP, it shaild be learned later than.promise,

which is atleast consistent.

Chomsky set out to test these hypotheses about the MDP in child,lan-

guaqe acquisition, bUt'at an early stage in her research found that her

5- and 6-year-old children were teliing irrespective of whether they had

been instructed to ask or tell: Furthermore, when questioned as to whether

they had asked' or told, th children would insist t.4at they had asked

when 4n fact they had told. She concluded that childrem at a certain

stage simply were not differentiating between the two words, and thus she
e e

proceeded "to:exp.lore
,

the Ask/Tell distinction Mae generally, considering ,

.

. the MDP qpestion in the context of Askgell processing in general"
, .

(p. 46). She accomplished this by testing children with Ask/Td11 structures

which varied in the -sntactic complexity of their complcment clauses.

Table 1 shows the Ask/Tell sentences which. Chomsky used in her study.
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Insert Table 1 about here

`4r

The-following suMmary focuses on the 'Ask-constructions, since these

caused the most difficulty for her children.

'Case I sentences,ar-e the simplest in that the coWement claus, e.g.,

what color this is in 1.a., contains in its.surface form all the infonna-.

tion necessary for the assignment of V-S relationships. What the child
4 4

XmuS1 do to carry out the ask instruction correctly is to invert the copula

(is/are) wlth the demonstrativ,e pronoun (this/there).. Thus, in:

(7) Ask Laura what color this is. What color is this?
(complement clause) (resulting question)

It sbould be pointed out, however, that sentence 1.b. does'not fit the

pattern of the4)ther three examples. We Pill return to this point shortly.

Case. 2 sentences are neA.in complexity since both.the.question word

(whW and the copula (is),are omitted from the complement clause. illus

t4child has toyrovidesthe two Missing 4lements in their proper order

to succeed in interpreting the as.k instruction.- In addition tha child

must change the personal pronoun from ber to your for a correct respOnse

as in:
V.

(8) Ask Laura her last name. > What's your last name?
(complement clause) (resulting question)

Case.3 spntences are the most complex,since, no1 only is the subject

of the complement clause'missing, but also, ther''e are no surface clues as

to which NP shoufd 'be assigned as its subject. Thus to interpret the ask

coattructiorOtortectly the chi.ld haS to assign the missing prbnoun (you)

as the subject of the complement verb-, and to respohd correctly (s)heshas

foto change this to I.and provide the appropriate auxiliary.

(9) Ask Laura what to feed the doll. What should I feed the doll?-
(comPlement clauseit (resulting question)
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Hence, Case 3 prov.ides a direct test-of thelhild's knoyledge,of the MDP,
. .

for in .tell imperatives :it must be applied,-while in ask imperatives it

must be violated if the sentence is to be correctly. comprehended.

Arabic, like English, has,a sizable group,of verbs which require

infihitival 6omplements.. Furthermore, the MDP %seems also to assign the

proper NP as the subject of the infinitival verb. Among these verbs are .

./'

tell (Nal), allow (samah), force (jabar),-hol5e.(yetmana), and want (raad),

et2c. InteresUngly, ask (?as?aj) and loi-oiclise (waoad) are .amorig'the few

comOreut-requiring Arabic verbs whch vio1ate4.the MDP. Since

Arabic, like .most languages, uses t;to different words, ?os?al and ?atlob,

to corTvy the'ask (question) versus ask (request) meanings, the child must

learn a-consisitellit violation of the MDP in constructions involving both

-ask and prthise.

r
The s,piecific structures uSed to test our Arabic speaking children's

comprehension oiAsk/Tell/Promle sentences are presorted, below alOng with

a rati-onale for their inclusion,,in the study. .Table 2- shows all Constructioh^

types used, with examples.

.

//' Insert Table 2 about here

Case A/: .Ask/Tell Sonia wh:AV

(10) ?es?aliy-ya la Sonia shou ?esm ?emma. Shou ?a§m ?ammaik?'
Ask (to) Sonia what (her) mother's name (is). What (your).mother's 'fame

(is)? -

(11) ?pull-la la Soni shou '?ammaik: N. Rita.
eTell (to), Sonia what '(your) mother's naffie (is). Rita.

"This corresponds to Chomsky's simplest, Case 1, structures, i.e., excluding

her 1.b. type. In Arabic however, the eAedded qUestion and its corresponding

question response, un'like English, do not diffe'r in.word'order, i.e., the
-
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question i .Arabic does not require the auxiliary/Pronoun, inversion. 'The

only change ne"Cessary is the person-marking suffix.on the last word of the
,27.5

sentence/- However, in a pilbt study investigating these struCtures it

.was,fRund that ArabiC speaking children were, in geperal. asking when

instructed to tell, the conv.erse of what Chomsky obsthsved in her English
a

speaking children_ For.e4eample, when sentence .(11) was given; the children

te dea ta re4oond wiith Shou'?asm/lemmaik? 'What.(Your) moher's name )?

It wasjlypothesized that this confusion might be due to the fact that the

word order in the wh-clause in the Arabic tell instruction (shou ?gsm,

?iaimmaik) is identical to that of a question This being the case thi

children might have been interpreting tHe irtstruction ras. being in the

-"direct report" mode, t.e., as containing a direct quotation of-a queflion,

thus.yeilding, "Say to Sonia, 'What (yoUr) motherrs name (js)?" We

return to this later.

,

.

Case A2: eksk/Teil Sonja NP
. . /

-N,

(12) ?as?aliy-ya la Sonia ?asm ?Ornmaifk --> Sh ?asm ?ammaik?
, Ask (to) Sonia (her) mother's name. -4-4._ W at your moiher's name (is)?

;-.

,

-4(13) ?ou11-la la prilx '?asm .:?ammaik. --4. Rita.
. Tell .(to) Sonia y6ur mother:s name. *----)- Rita.

re`

This type of structure is the same as Chomsky's Case 2. Note th41the
*

complement is a noun phrase without the wh-question word'. Based on-the
.

observations from the pilot.Studkmentioned above, this ca6tructi9n was,

\ expected to influence reiponses to ask, and-tell differentially. In the

Tell instruction ) e child is- spared the potentially misleading wh-word

*rich, when present, ma'y cause the child to misinterpret the instruction

as containing a direct quotatIon. Whereas/in the Ask instructjus he -,
-/

_wh-question word is missing and has'to be "supplied by the child. Thus, we

woUld-pcadict,ihe following performance comtiarfsons: Ask A,Msk A2, buf
1

Al.

I.
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Case B: Ask/Tell Sonia wh-modal pro VP
. .

As previously mentioned, Chomsky's sentence b, iri her Case 1 seems

to differ substantially ih structure from the other: sentences in that Case.

Namely, it does not fit the pattern of Tell/Ask wh-clause with'a copular

verb phrase (e.g., "Ask/Tell 'Laura what color this is"), but.rat er contains

a full sentential complement, which requires a dqferential interpre1atien

of the personal pronoun depending on whether the instruction is tell or

ask. For examp,le:

(14) Ask Laura what you should f the doll. What should I feed the doll?

.(15) TellLaura whatehe should ,feed theadoll. You,1hould feed the doll eggs.
7

This differential requireMent for correct interpretation is not,entailed by
\

the demonstrative pronouns in the reSt of her Case 1 sentences. Sinoe

ChoMsky did not.analyze responses to such structurevindividually, by

particular sentence, it-is impossible to'determtne how the children-p<ormed
1

on this particular structure compared to her other structures of Case 1.

In the present study this rather major discr-pancy aflong Case 1 sentences
., c

..was rectified by tnclusion of the two structures as different typ'es, our
t

0
Case A/ and Case B. :11qus, for Case B struCturés it was expected that children.,,

(16)-,.?as?a1iy-ya la.Sonia shou lazaiM ?anti talti
Ask (to)'Sonia what should you give thp Aoll.

Shou lazaim (?ana) ?afti 1-latbai?
What shOuld 4 give ,the doll?

(17) ?oulI-la la Sonia shou laziim hiyya takg 1-1e0ai: (iatIha) bayq-a.
Tell (to).Sonia what should she give the doll (Give her) an egg.

would make bore error on these than on '06Se A stru. ctures.. (Note that the

auxiliary should (lazaim) precedes the pr.onoun in both the ask and tell
r

instructions and in the responseto hsk.) The Specific predictions are there-.

fore: Ask AyAsk B; Ask A2>Ask B, Tell A1>Tell B, and Tell A2>Tell B.

cr.

.
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Case C: 'Ask/Tell Sonia. wh-modal

It will be observed that in the Case B structue just discussed the'

subject of the complement verb, give, is provided as a surface pronoun after .

the wh-word. So the application of the mop will relialt in correct inter-

pretation of both Ask and-Tell Case (9.- structures., In order to. directly

test children's knowledge of the MDP, the following,. Catse C structures,

where the subject of the complement verb is omitted, were used. This is

identical to Chomsky's Case 3 structures.

(18) ?as?aliy-ya la Sonia shou lazaim
Ask (to) Sonia what should you give the doll. .

Shou lazaim((?ana) ?-aEti l-A6bai?
What should I give the doll?

(19) ?oulI-la la Sonia shou lazaim t-ati 1-1pEbai. Baycj-a.

Tell' (to) Spnia what should (you/she) give the doll.---?.An egg.

Since these Tell and Ask Case C.sentences have identical sprface structures,

to interpret them correctly a child must know that tell requires the

Oplication of the MDP and ask requires its Violation. Thus we would

Predict that performance would be better on Tell C than on Ask C.

In comparing Ask B with Ask C, and'fiell B with Tell C it is obvious

that *e child might more easily comprehend boththe B structures because

of the presence of the subject (pronoun) in the complement clause. However,

the advantage of the Ask B over the Ask C strucfure Is expected to be

much greater_than the advantage of the Tell-B over the Tell C because,
^

in both.tell constructions, the application of the MDP will result in

.correct comprehension. In 'the.case of ,TelI B the presence_of.an explicit

pronoun.in the surface of the complement 'cl'ause may be of some help, but

. in the case of Ask B the presence of the surface pronoun should be of

tremendous_he1p in correctly interpre;ting the sentence compared. to Ask C.

In Ask.C, where the MDP is violated, the child, if (s)he doesn:t know it
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is violated, assigps NP2 as the subject of the complement verb, resulting

in an incorrect interpretation. But applying the MDP resu.lts in correct

interpretation of the sentence in Ask B where the subject of the complement

clause appears in the surface. Our predictions regarding correct inter-

pretation are then: Tell C>Ask C,Ak B>Ask C, and Tell B>Tell C.

In order o constrvt Case C, subject omitted, s9ntences, a problem

inherent in Arabic_gad t e overcome. The probleeis that Arabic verbs

are marked initially and/or'terminally for gender and person of their

subjects. Let us look at an example. StOpose we were to choose the verb

daras (situdy). When the instruction's addwssee is a male, as in sentences .

(20)-and (n) below, there is no problem because the initial and terminal

gender/person markings on the verb are identical in Tell and Ask, yielding'

tadros, and thus do not give away the subject. of the cqplement verb. There-.

fore, to

(20) ?iD?al-a la Sonia shou lazaim tadros.
--

Ask (masculine) her to Sonia what should you (masculine) study..

(21) ?ella.la Sonia shou lazaim tadros,
Tell (masculine) her to Sonia what should she, study.

*assign the correct subject of he complement verb one must have in her

(this) grammar the knowledge that the MOP i5 to be applied for Tell but

violatdd for Ask. However, in the case of (22), when the.instruction's

addre5see is a female, the terminal /I/ Cn the complefienting verb-marks

its sObject for second person feminine, thus making the sentence in fact.

-0 Case B, subject supplied, sentence (the initial marker /t/ in (20);

(21), and (22) marks the subject as second person masculine or feminine,

or third person feminine).

(22) ?s?a y-ya la Sonia shou lazaim ,tedrasI.
Ask femivine). her to Sonia,what should you (feminin0 study,

A
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To ellminate this problem we .selected verbs sun as saiIj (give), .

and taemI- (feed) with initiaT /t/ and terminal /I/ phonemes, thOs providing

reddndancy.with sbject gender and person morphemes for all combinations

ofjemale experimenters, maleand female child addressees. Only if:one

knOws -that ,the MDMIlholds .forTell'but must 'be Violated for Ask does the

terminal ending read you_ in.the Ask-structures buI she in the Tell structures.

',42/omise 'and Tell P'constructions, (T9) and (20), respectiVelsy:

.(n) ?a-sha?ra wa'adait ? -ssami-a t-nat'E a ?ajr.wa0ai. KhallI,ha
. :0The blonee promised,(to) the brunette'(to) jump oh,foot one: Make her.

(to)

. action.
. . \ .action. #1 , a

2

(24) ?a-sha?ra qaalait 1 'Omra t-nat a ?ajr Wal)dai. KhallI-ha
The blonde told (to) thAbrunette*(to) Jump On foot one. Mdte her (to)

action:
action.

These constructions have identical surfase structdres, but promise

violates the MOP. Thus we would' predi,ct Tell P>P:romise, and that most of

the errors on the promise construction shauld'be due to -assignment Of the

second NP (e.g. the bruneite) as tie subject of the infinitival verb:

ince our pilot study.with Arabiciipeaking children indicated that

they were asking when instructed to tell, even'in the simplest cases,

several other conditions were added to test the pOssibility that factors

other than "linguiStic knowledge" might be influencing' their performan6e:

These conditions involved 1).the influence of the cognitie load which

linguistic tasks impose,on the child, I.e., whether the 'child has to make

a choice before (s)he can respond, and whether the response can be retrieved

from short term store or must be retrieved,from long term stoi-e, and 2) the

difference betw'etn linguistic production and linguistic ccoOehenslon.

(The technique employed here was to use show constructions paralleling.

4

13
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the four tell constcuction types.) Only 10 Of the 17 sentenee construction

types actually used will be discussed im the paper.

Expccimental pesign and Procedure

Each of the 17 structural types used in the'research wa represented

.by fOursenences, resulting in a total of-68 Sentences. FroM each

structural type two sentences were chosen404 random and assigned to Form

A, the other two being assigned to Form B. W4thin each Form all sentences

if
, were randomized and typed, 12 sentences per .pag. The.pages were then

randomized. Each child was tested on.two different.days within the same,.

week. Half received Form A first, and half Form B first.

The subjects of the-experiment were 48 Lebanese monolingual Arabic

speaking 'children, froM three private elementary shcools in eirut, each of
7

slightly above average (for Lebanon). socio-economic standard. There Were.

8 boys and 8 girls in each of three age groups. The mean age for each

(
group was 6;4, 8;5, and 10;4 (years;months) 'with a range of frpo'8 to 9

months around each mean.

7 The experimenters (E's) were tso adult female speAers of Arabic, the

one who gave the sentences to the children in the experiment (E-k) having

a Beirut accent. The Es both spent several days' at each school letting

to know the children, interacting with them at recesses, etc., prior to the

beginning of the experiment. Each child was tested indiidually in a

quiet room with _El giving the instructions to the child while E2 served as

a conversation partner for the chjld. A variety of toys, including dolls,
.

4
doll clothing, a,cat, a horse, two cars, boxes, and plastic food items '

were used to-create'the concrete situations necessary'for each instruction

.given by E to the child. At the.outset-of the first session El acquainted

the child with all the toys to be used by asking tbe child to name each

one individually. Next El acquainted the child with the task by engaging

14
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her:Mim) in,conversailion with E9 using instructions similar to those to

be used in-the experiment. SeVeral example sentences,were used to erapha-

si,ze to the child-that sometimes.(s)he should li"sten carefully to each

instruction, We particularly emphasized that the fell instruction was

not to,be interpreted as a "repeat" or "say tq--" instruction. On approxi.-

mately one-third of the trials where a child interpreted ask as tell or'

tell as.ask (s)he was asked "Now did you just ask,.or did you,just tell?"
e

This was done to keep the child attending to the two instruction words.

All children'were checked for their,knowledge of tbe'word.promise before

the first experimental session began. .After insuring a cild's under-
.

standing of the task the first session started. El repeated each'instruc-
.

tion twice. A slightly abbreviated orientation procedure was.used prior
*

-,to the beginning of second sessions.

c$4
Results and Discussion

The first set Pf analyses made was n the percentage of sentences

correctly responded\to as a function of'age of the child.and.type of

sentence construction. Table-3 presents these dataldescriptively. An

Age by, Construction-Type ANOVA with repeated measures on' Construction

Jnsert Table 3 about here
4

Type was carOed out op,the correct response data. Both Age and Con.1

struction Type were foUnd to be statistjcal,lysignificant, F(2,45)=1.395,

2=.0426 and F(16,720)=48.04, p51x1b-7, respecttvelY. There was no
t

interaction between Age and Construction Type. A pribri t tests between

6- vs. 8-,-and 8- vs. l0-year-olds collapsed.aCross all ten constructions

- shown ih Tab1 6 3 revealed that both"pairwise comparisons were significant

k

15
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beyond the .01 lojel. Thus, performance on these structures taken as

a whole does improve with age.

Preplanned comparisons were conducted to test for the significance

of differences between the pairs of constructions shown in Table 4 This
..41t

table also summarizes the direction of the OredictionS, their theoretical

Insert Table 4 about here

. bases, and the results of the statistical tests.

As can be seen from Table 3, relatiVely few errors were made on'

Ask and Tell, A, and A2, sentences. Our predictions of children's

performance, based on syntactic cAplexity of the complement clause, were

not substantiated. Recall that we reasoned that isk Al, "Ask (to) Sonia

what (her) mother's name (is)," would be easier than Ask A2 "Ask (to) Sonia

(her) mother's name" becauSe in the former the'question word, which is

required for a ,correct response, is provided in the instruction, while

in-the latter it is not. There was a very small (but insignificasnt) differ-

S.

ence in the 'rediCted direction. .In the tell Anstructions we reasoned that

Tell A2, "Tell (to) Sonia (your) mother's name," would-be easier than Tell
,

8], "Tell (to) .Sonia what (your) mother's name (is)" because in tfle former

the child is spared the presence of the potentially mIsleading question

word. The differences observed were in the predicted directi,on, but

failed to reach significance (p...061).It would appear that since all

four of these constructions were so easy, -a ceiling effect May have reduced

the possibiljty of obtaining statistically significant differences.
"

Let us now look at Case Af.and A2 versps Case B 'constructibns. We

claimed that-Chomsky's Case 1.b construction was mbre coMplex than the

rest of her Case 1 constructiobs, and that it presented even more complex

problens far children than 'her Case 2 constructions. Our data bear out

16



these claiMs. All our B constructions are, as Table 4 shows, much more

14

difficult than their A/ and A2 coanterparts; (p.001. for.alj Ask and Tell

.compar4sons).,- Itcperhaps worth noting"that KesIel (1970) chose Chomsky's

Case 1.b,lher one-of-a4ind construction, as the model !or the- complement

clauses of all orhis "Case 1" sentences, and'then went on to compare h.-fs

'results using three,ask and three telT sentences,of 'this kind with Chomsky's

CaSe 1 (pp. 48, 55): Th,i's comparison is unfortUnate since, aS we have

demonstrated; the sentences are net at all comparable. r,

A conceptual departure we must take from C, Chomsky in explaining
t.

children's comprehension of Ask/Tell constructions is based on observatiA
4

made availab'le ip our study due specifically to our separation of her 1.b

type sentences from.the rest-of her ease l's. Our Lebanese children's

respon'ses'on this type of sentence, especially the Tell's, make it obvious

that sitiply because one of- two surfgce structures is more complete (has

fewer elements:missiv) than the other, it should not necessarfly, be

expected that it will be more easily comprehended. Degree of explicitness

of surface structures was ohe-of the two major predi2tors of comprehension
.

proposed by Chomsky, i.e.; hrr Case 1 'sentences were claimed .to be,simpler
"

and predicted ta be mo're easily comprehended than .her-Case 2 sentences,

because,in the former, but,nOt'in the latter, the sUbjett of the complement.

clause is present on the surface. As we hAve seen above, there were no

significant differences in gerformance.on these two types (excluding the

.1.b type) in Arabic. Furthermore, our children did significantly worse

'On Case B (her 1.b), with no missing elements, than either our Case Al or

A'A2 (her 1 'and 2). _The types of errors'made on Case B sentences are

, particularly informati{/ea point to which we ill urn shortly.

The ihree predictions relevant to the mop weille all strongly supported.*

The Tell P construction, where the MDP applies,,,produced mu.ch better per-
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4
folpanc.than.the Promise construction where the MOP is violated. PerforMance

pn the Tell.0 Construction, where the MOP applies, irmuch superior to per-

formance on'the,Ask. C pnstruction, where the MDP is violated. Finally-,

lir

performance on the. Ask B construction (Chomsky's odd Case 1). is significantly

better than is performance on the Ask C construction.

Notice that performance was better.on Promise than on Ask C (X=36% vs%

g=ll% Cor;rect,across all age groups) even thoughtboth violate the MDP.

Chomsky obtained similar resu3ts and interpreted the difference as a con-

firmation of her claim that the English verb ask is more complex than the

English verb promise because ask has two meanings in English the request

meaning where MDP-applies, and the question meaning where the MOP is

violatedwhereas promise constructions always violate the MDP. This

reasoning cannot be applied to our findings, however, since the Arabic verb

ask (?as?al) has only one riianing, the question meaning, which always violates

the. MDR. The reason for the sUperior performance on Promise as compared

to Ask C Constructions is' probably due in part to the presence.of the Oh-clause
-4, 0

'in the Ask C construction; and in part due to the fact that Ask.0 requires

a complex4perbal response, whila Promise requires'no verbal prOduction.

- (1Wd have other evideflee which supports this ldtter factor.; namel, children

did4;1much better on'our Show constructions than on their Tell,counterparts.:)

Neveetheless, it is clear from comparing performance on'Promise with Tell B

and C, and Ask B,that failure to violate the MDP is a major problem, fog.-

these latter constructions contain wh-clauses and require complex verbai---.L.,

Tesponses, yet produce performance superior:to Promise.

Now let us look more closely at.Ask C and Ask B constructions. We

had predicted that two factors would make Ask B easier thawAsk C:
0

l) If the MDP is applied to Ask B. constructions correct coMprehehsion.will
,

resjilt, and si ce applicatiotef the MOP is easier than its violation,

I s
st



attribute this response to e.misapplication of the NIP, since, as

16

then Ask B should be easier than Ask C; and 2) Ask B contains an explicit

sub,lec t of the complenent clause. As shown in Table 4, children did

signifi ntly better on Ask g than on Ask C. However, we also predicted
&

that, since Tell g provides a subject of the complement clause and Tell C

does not, Tell B should b6-easier. .cMDP considerations are irrelevent for

this comparison.). But this Tell g versus Tell C prediction is not supported.

Once again then we see that the more complete surface structure iS not

WOW',

easier to comprehend. This being the case, plus the fact tllift, although

in Tel), B the application of the MDP would result 4n correct comprehensiv,

we believe that ,the superiority of Ask g mer Ask C cannot be attributed

Ito the complete ess of the surface structure either.
t

The unexpected Tell B/C resit focuses our attentiOn on the structure

of the g cases, both Ask and Tell, and the paetern of errors most .commonly

made by ioto; children' on these structures. Let us now examit these errors.

Considering Ask C first (Table 5 ) we see that.oupr half.of. all responses

le

Insert Table 5 about here
,

a

i ,

were errors-Which mti be attributed to the misappliCation of (failure to

, ,

.vtalate) the:MOP, resulting in the responk-, YWhat should you give the
,.

dollt" 'Notice:however, that this Same response constitutes almost half

f the errors inithe ASk g ca e also. But in the Ask B case we cannot

argued above, application of thelelDP would result in the correct response,.

"What should I give the doll?P' Thus, we propose that in'the case of Ask.B,

.at least, children who responded with "What should you give,the doll?"

were interpreting the instruction as be'ng in the direct report modee,i.el,

they were interpreting the cdnstruction s "Ask (to), Sonia: 'What should

,19
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yo1.1 (Sonia) -give the doll?'." 'The fact that the response had the questiOn

intonation', and the fact that the second person pronoun was not changed

support this argument.

It is interespng to note, in this-connection, the Tanz (1976)(2)' found

almost 20% of her 3;6-to 5;1-yeae-old children Sometimes responded to an

instruction-such as "Ask Tomkwhere you should sit" with'"Where you should

sit?". She notes thit this type of error coul.d be accounted.for hV what

we have called direct report interpretation of the E's instruction; i.e.,

interpreting (t as-wcontaining a direct quotation of a question rather than

a
subordinated questibw! (p..91). She points out that to get this reading

the child would have to fail to 'attend to two cues in the adult's instruction:

I) 14ck of question Intonation, and 2) non-inversion of Ogtject and verb.

She then rejected the-hypothesis that this is what her children were doing

on the grounds that it lacked generality, failing to explain their responses

to two other types of senieAceS she used... However, in our study, since

: there is no (potential) cue from non..inversion of subject and -auxiliary

A

verb'in the complementizing wh-clause which te child would need to ignore

in Order to interpret the instruction as a dicect report, such an inter-
,

pretation becomes much more attra6tive.

Even stronger evidence in support of our cbntention that the children

were interpreting the Ask 'B instructions as'if they were direct report ti

-instructions, i.e:, instructions to ask a question, cufles from their responses

to Tell B. and ell C constructioilS (Table 5 ). Nearly one=half of all

eesponses to Tell .B, "Tell (to) Sonia what shou)d she give the dolle,"

wdre the same responseS aS given to.Ask B, "What should you'give the doll?".

Since children changed the third person pronoun (she) in the instructidn

-to the second *son pronbun (you13 in thir response, ana+Since they used

. *
the 'question intonation, they must have been interpreting the instruCtion as

20



bein.g one of direct Veport, i.e., as being ."Tell (say)'(to) Sonia the

question ' "" This was the only type of error our children

.-fflade on tell B structures, and Icotice that they made two and one-half .

times as many of these direct report errors on'Tell B as dn Ask B

even though the overall error rate is very similar on the two structures...

As can be seen.in Ta0e 5, this type of error was also made on Tell C,

althbugh not as frequently as on Tell B. It is obvious from.inspecting

Table 5 that this reasonipg accounts for a large proportion of. errors

on Ask and Tell constructions. The fa-ct that children changed the pronoun

in Tell.B from she to you, coupled with the fact that they did nqt change

the second peron pronoun in Ask B, cpmpels us to conclude thdt their

errorS arele to their interpreting these instructions as being direct

report constructions. , It is interesting to note that, although C. ChoMsky

does not stress tile fact, several of her ch.ildrAlzALso asked to. Tell

instructions.i. Examples of this can be found on her Case 1, 2, and 3

stru tufg,s1e..g., p. 68, 73, 94 respectively).

There/are two factors which may play a role in our children's inter-

,
.

. , -.
.

pt:etation Of these structures-. as being in.the.direct report mode. -First,

' in the case Of Tell.consteuctions, the Ar'abic word.for,tell (?ou)) also
4

means say, the ver,b most commonly associated 4ith the direct report mode, )
.

. , 1-

.,. , as in, "John said, 'Mary, put the book on the Table", as opposed to,

"John tOld Mary to put the book on the table,"'Or "John told Mary whe4 to .

put the book". Second, in both Ask and Tell.B and p, as mentionedabov,e,

the complement wh-clauses, unlike English, are well-formed -questions in
,

terms of morpheme order, such that,they could stand alone as questions.
..

.
.,,,

Why, one mi,ght ask,.were there less than half as'm5ny direct report
.

,

errors on Tell C as on Tell B? Recall that the) terminal mgrphepe an the
..- ,

. .

complement yerbs in the Ask/tell C sentences had to be ambiguous as to

1

01,
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(-
person of thi subject toiket the "'subject omitted" conditiori and.allow

knowledgetof the MDP to be tested in Case C. It wouldseem that the

ambiguous-subject marker on theNerb was nbt as strong a cue -FOY- the
,

direct report interpretation as was the explicit pronoun in Case B; Alktus

the greater the diverslty f responses in Ithe ambiguous'pronoun.condition,

Exactly how the explicjt versus ambiguous pronoun morphemes play their

differential roles in Arabic speaking children's interpretation of these

and other utterances deserveS further investigation-.

Let us now turn our attention to.-another category of error.repeat

errors. Note that childtten-ade quite g few repea errors on Tell C, tut

norp on Tell B. A repeat was classified as such, and not asla question,

on the basis of the intonational ccifttourland stress pattern of the

response uttered by a child. This is bestNillustrated by l'ooking at

examples of differential strpss which might be placed on instructions to

the child. '

(25) ?ou3I-la Za.'Sonia.shou lazaim tagti
Say (fo) Sonia,-."What should (pu/she) give the doll?."

i

"(26) ?ouli=la la Sonia shdu lazaimtaçilli.ii
Tejl (to) Soni.awhat.,4snould (you7she) give the 'yoll.

The-inWutticin- was always given by El_as in-(26) without questibn.-
.

intonation and stress. Children Who repeaped had-to be interpreting Tell

C,as something like "Say after me (to Sonia) 'What should give'the doll'",

which, without the question intonation and stress, is nonsenSe. Chomsky

observed sii;ilarerrors. At.-least one of her !hildren repeatdd on"her

, ,
Tell Case 3 (p 7G), and-one repeated the wh-clause bf ner Ask Case 3

(p. 0), -Three of our 'children, all 'IQ-year-Olds, consistently repealed

on Ask C. -Surprisingly, ther,e was a slight tendency"for our older,

ohildren.to repeat more on Tel-VC than the two youngest age groups.- Even

, more difficult to explain is 'the fact that, to Ask C in:Struttions, 26.6%

1

22
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DT our.10.:year-olds responses were repeats,'while.'hohe of our-6- and

8-year-olds' responses were,of this'sort.' It is as-if some of ooL10-
, IN

year-olds were pe)teiving the entire test sttuation as a drill to repeat.
,

exactly what an adult says. It ,seems no,t entirely unlikely that older

children might have had more classroom experience in being asked to do

*such things than younger cAildren. Thre is probably more emphasis on

memorizing, repeating bad< exactly what is given by thciL teacher, in most

Lebanes.e primary schools than in American primary schools ,(a vestige of

the old French educational system). The fact that our verb tell means

say must have also played a.critical-rola.

Comparing ou.r children to Chomsky's' in terms of Ask comprehehsion

"-Stages" we find that three of our child compared to\ight of hers,

;
*

,were at Stage A, failing all Constructions, and o e- of ours, cdmpared to .

.

two of hers wa. at Stage B, Tassing 'the simplest conqruction (A1);, but

failing alliothes.(3) Only.one Of.'our children,,a_10-year7old, as
,

compared O. 14 of homskp's children, was at the-most advanud (E) Stage,

'passing all constructions. Direct comparison with Chomsky's Stagqi C

and D is impossibie for two reasons. First, me have an ektra construction

type. Second,\Chomsky's Stage D'cqnsisted of chilaren. who succeeded on

the two ea3ieS1 coms,tructions,_but asked with the wrong subject .(you).on
e

the r.T1%tdiffiht4reonstruction. She called this "partia'l Auccess",
,

reasbning that, sine they at leasi asked instead 6f making the dominant )
( ,

error of telling, they were at a more advanced stage than children who
1.

' told. Since Our children's most Common error to Ask constructions was to

ask with the wrong subjeCt (direct report interpretation) it can be

argued that the.Underlying metric 'upon which our stages should be based

.1s that of correctness,of grammatical assilnment. When stages were

constrUcted,in this way 18 chi1dren.(7, 6, and 5, 6-8- and l0-year

23
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Children in our first two Ask stages passed ProiMise. Three of the 18

4'
. children who passed A k A, and

c
but failed B and C, passed Promise.

and.nine of the 22 children who passed Ask Al, A2 and B, but failed C,

passed Promise.

Since Prornise constuctions do not require linguistic production, anen-
1.

cannot be interpreted as dire-ct report-dnstructions, they should reflect

a fairly '.pure' measure of a chile% abilitY to viollte the. MDP. We
,

therAore expected Promise to be easier th:af Ask C%.although both require

violation of the MDP. Of the 12 childrewho passed Promise not one

`passed Ask C. (The ,pply child who.passed Ask C faile) Promise.) rour o

these children consistently asked witl; the wrcing'subje4 (you), the type

of tlesponse which we haye clasSiffed as direct report interpretation when

made on Tell B and C,-and Ask B. Thus, the errors of these four subjects,

'errors we have called "Ask with the wrong subject," although they could be

conStrued to bezerrbrs du.d'tp failure to violate the MDP, might also be,.

due, as we have'previously mentioned, to interpretation of the instruction'

as a direct report instruction. And, since, from their performance on

.

Promise, these four children have demonstrated that they know how to,

violate the MDP, we cOnciude that they are interpreting Ask 1C as a direct

report construction. Of the other eight childr6n who passed:Promise,

two always repeated, one always told and the other five-produced. mixed

errors on Ask C.
"tlb.

The most straightforward test of children's knowledge of the MD!)

is to contrast performance on ProMise, where the MDP must be violatbd,

..with performance on Tell p where .the MDP must be applied. Thirty-three

children (12 .13 and 82 6-, 8- and 10-year-olds respectively) passed

C

Tell p, but did not pass Promise while eight (2, 1 and 5, 8- and

.10=5'ear olds, respectively) passed both. Contrary to predictions based

?4

's
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on the MDP, three children riassed Promise while not passing Telj p (see

Table 7).

ary

Let us now summarize our major conclusions:

1) The overgeneralization from MDP-argument explains,the differences in

4
children's better performance on Jell p than, ccn ifromise.Structures, 'where

tn nejther case linguistic prod4ction is reEluired. .

_

2) Although performance on Ask C. (twhen the subject of the complement

.'clause is omitted) is poorer than on Tell C, as predicted by the MDP argument;

%
our c/hildren's particular responses on/these constructioris (and on our Ask B

., ..

apd Tarl B construCtions) preclne. an, expl nation ,completely..j.6. terms of

/
.

) 'IAt MDP argument. Our children showed,a st ong Uridency t9 ask-Ancorrectly'
,

/
, ,.

to both Ask B and C and to Tell .B and C constructions. *This was due to

their interpretatiovf,the ins,tructions as direct reports (quoted speech).

in'the Tell cases we attributed this partly to the fact that the wqm0

'tell in Arabic also means,say (to), aud 5artly to the act that the

wh-elause could.stand alone as 1 well-formed (ignoring inflectional,con-
,

lisour) question in Arabic. In the case of aS°k, which is unahbiguous in

Arabic, only the latter factor obtains. Thus, .1apguage-specific factors

May play a major role in our chi1dren's4tiendency to interpret Ask aneTell

B and C constructions (those of the form Ask/TeTl.wh-mc;d'al (PRO) VP) as if
At

they were direct reports, although diis issue deserves further study. In

any case, direct report interpretations lead to the'same error or Case

C Asks as would be predicted by the overgeneralization frOM MDP argument.

. 3) Carol Chomsky included one exemplar in her simplest (Case 1) Ask/

Tell constructions which was riat only more complex than the rest of her

Case ls (of the form Ask/Tell NP
1

wh-NP2) put was also more cowlex than

her Case 2s (of the form from Ask/Tell.NP NP2).. 'Our CaSe B tests confirm,
lot

7
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that this ztructure (of. theform Ask/Tell NP1,wh-modal PRO VP) j,S clearly

harder for children to comprq,hend than Chomsky's Cases) and 2 (our Al

. ,.and A
2

)

:
. .

, 4) 'Contrary to C. Chomsky's coniUntion, linguistic complexity of -the
,..

complement clause, defined in terms of omissiohs of grammakj,cal units from

surface structure, is not the major determinant of comprehensibility. Her

pse g (our A2) is no more difficult than her Case l (our Al), and our

-Case B (her odd Casel), Which has nothing deleted from surface, is clearly

more difficult than our A2 where the cidesion word (whAt)'and the copular

(is) are deleted from the complement clause: Children's performance depends

4:e

upon the nature of the surface elements present or deleted in relation to

1
other elementson nonsyntactic, semantic, perhaps even pragmatic; fafors.

5) Five Ask stages emerged, based upon correcness..of grammatical

assignment of subject. Therewas wide age variation within stages. While

there was some tendency for. children who interpreted Ask constructfons as

direct reports to do the same 'with Tell's, no combineQt, integrated Ask/Teli

Stages emerged from the data. There440 a positive..correlation between

.correct comprehension of Promise structbres and Ask comprehension stage.

6) Promise constructions, which do not.require linguistic pc-oduction

for a demonstration of coMprehension areconsiderably easier for children
fie

. than their Ask qounterparts.(Ask C's). Since in.Arabic, unlike English;

ask has only one meantng, this asymmetry is probably due to the competency/

performance differente in the-tasks.'

0

`:
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3. "Pasing" 1,:las defined as Chomsky defined it; i.e.; being correct

on at least 3 out of 4 examples of a construction.

4. A child'was defined to have exhibited direct report interpretation

on Ask if (s)he interpreted as a direct report 3 or..4 out of 4

sentences of Ask B,'Ask C, or both. A child was defined as

:
exhibiting direct report interpretation on Tell if (s)he inter--

pr:e.ted-as a direct rep&t 3 or 4 out of 4 sentences of at least
i

two of Ahe foic following construction types: Tell Ai, Tell A'2,

Tell B, and Tell C.
.. :
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Table 1

Constructions Used in the Ask/TeWinterview, Listed in
Order of Increasing Complexity (adapted from C.pomsky,sp 47)..

gl

Case 1. wh"-clause, subject supplied

lik Ask/Tell Laura what color this is

b. Ask/Tell.Laura w4t you/she shOuld feed the doll

c. Ask/Tell Laura how many pencils there are here

d. Ask/Tell Laura who this is

Case 2. noun phrase

a. Ask/Tell Laura her/your last name

b. Ask/Tell Laura the Color of this book

c. Ask/Tell Laura her/your teacher's name

Case 3. wh-clause, subject omitted
%

a. Ask Tell Laura what to feed the doll

b. , Ask/Tell Laura hich food to put in the box

C. Askrell Laura what to put back next

d. Ask/Tell Laura what color to make .the square

1,
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Table Z

Types of Arabia Ask/Tell/Promie Constructions Used

,Constructions Example Instructions

28

Example Responses

?es?aliy-ya la sonia shou ?asm
Ask Ask -her to' Sonia what name mother-her.

a Ask (to) Sonia what (her) mother's name (is).

Shou ?asm ?om - majk?
What name mother-your?

What (your) mother's name (is)?Case Al

Tell
?oull-la la Sonia shou ?Dsm ?am-maik.
Tell -her to Sonia what name mother-your
Tell (to) Sonia what (your) mother's name (is).

Rita.

Rita

Case A
2,

?as?aliy-ya la Sonia-?asm ?am-ma.
Ask Ask -her tofSonia name mother-her.

Ask (to) Sonia (her) mother's name.

Shou ?asm ?am - maik?
What name mother-your?

What (your) mother's name (is)?'

Tell
?oulI-la la Sonia ? sm ? m-maik.
Tell -her to Sonia name mother-your.
Tell (to) Sonia (your) mother's name.

Rita

Rita

Case B ,

?as?aliy-ya la Sonia shou lazaim ?enti taati l-leEhal. Shou lazaim (?ana) ?-aEtiAsk Ask -her to Sonia what Should you give the doll. What should (1) I-give the-doll?.
Ask (to) Sonia what should you give the doll. What should I give the doll?)

Tell
?oulI-la la Sonia shou lazaim hiyya taELi (catIha ) bayl-a
Tell -her to Sonia what should she give the-doll. (nye-her) egg - an
Tell (to) Sonia what should she give the doll. -(Give her) an egg

. Case C

?as?aliy-ya la Sonia shou lazaim l-1QEbai. Shou lazaim (?ana) ?-aLti '17.106bai?Ask Ask -her to Sonia what should(g)give the doll. What should (I) I-give the-doll?Ask (to) Sonia what (you/she) sh-ould give the doll. What should give the doll?

?oulI-la la Sonia shoujazaim t-aeci
Tell Tell -her to Sonia what should( ) give the-doll.

Tell (to) Sonia what
(you/she) should give the doll,

( atI-ha ) bayd-a
(Give-her) egg-an
(Give her) an egg

Promise
?.R -sha?ra waaadait ?a -ssamra -t -nat, ea ?ajr wahdai. Khalli-ha t actionThe-blonde premed the-brunette,she-jump on foot one. Make -her she-jump.
The blonde promised the brunette (to) jump on one foot. Make her (to) jump. action

Tell p
-sha?ra ?aalait la-s -samra t -nat a ?ajr wahdai. Khalli-ha' t actionThe-blonde told tolthe-brunette she-jump on foot one. Make -her she-jump.

The blonde told (to) the brunette (to) jump on one foot. Make her (to) jump. action

a
The second of each trany-at Is the one used in the text.
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Table 3

Percentage of Ask/Tell/Promise Construcfions Correct

Construction Age. 6 1 9.

-a

1 Tell A] 77% 80% 83%

Ask 81% '91% 94%

Tell A2 83% 91% 94%

Ask Ao 78% '97% 92%,
II

Tell B ' 45% 50% 55%

I.
Ask B 44% 62% 66%

Tell C 55% 59% 66%

Ask C. 9% 8% 16%,

Tell P 86% 83% 83%

Promise 30% 25 53%

4
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Table 4

PrOictions and Results of Prepl
rompacison of Various Ask/Tell/Promise

Theory Predi ctions

MO not v i oi a ted

vs. violated

t-

E

Syntactic

Complexi ty of

Compl ement Cl aus'e

Tell

Tell

Ask
4

Tell

As.k

,

Ask

Tell

;

Tel 1

Ask

Tel 1

P>Promise

C>Ask C

S.

k

nned
onstructi ons

30

Per Cent correct ' Stati s ti cal

at, Thre Ages Concl us i ons

6 SY 10

1

86/3,0 83/25 83/53 . ppm .

55/9 59/8 66/16 2:< .0001

B>As k C 44/9 62/8 66/16 p< .0001

B >Tel 114C-

Al >Ask

A2>Ask

A
1
)Jel 1

'A2>Tel 1

A
1
>Ask

A2>Tel I

A2

A
1

45/55

81/44

78/44

77/45

83/45

81/78

83/77

50/59 45 5 / 6 6 .2. 11.S.

97/62 94/66 ff .001

97/62 94/66 R .001

80/50 83/55 .11< .001

91/50 41/55 R< .001.

97/97 94/92 2. n.s.

91/80 _91/83 .061
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Table 5

31

Percentage of Different Types of Error Responses out
of Total Responses which are Errors-on Ask-and Tell A & B

Construction by Three Age, Groups

ConstrUction. Type of Error

Ask 8: e.g.,
"Ask (to) Sonia
what should you
give the doll?"

Ask as inWh-clause were
direct report: e.g.,
"What should you give
the doll?"

Tell (with Sonia as sub-
ject): e.g., "Give
the doll eggs."

Tell with self as subject:,
e,g., "1 should give
the dcrll eggs."

Ask C: e,g.,.

"Ask (to). Sonia
what should (you/
she) give the
doll."

,

Ask with wrong subject:
e.g., "What should yom
ive the doll?h

'Tell with Sonia.as sub-
ject): e.g., "GiVe
the doll_eggs."

Repeat wh-clause, not a5
a question: e.g.,
"What should you/she
Ove the doll."

Tell 8; e..g.
----"Tell (to) Sonia

what should she
ive the doll:"

A'sk as if 0-clause were
direct report:. e.g.,
"What should you dive
the doll?"

Tell C: e.g., ,

"Tell (to) Sonia
,what should (you/
she) give the
doll." /

Ask as i wh-clause were
direct report: e.g.,
"What should you give
the doll?",

Ask (witlf,self as subject):
e.g., "What should
give the dol ?

Repeat wh-c)ause not as
"Whata question

should you/she give
the doll."

Age
6 8, 10

20.3% 26-.-3% 17.2%

12.4% 15.6% 15.6%

20.3% 1.6% 0.0%.

53-1773 .4% 34.4%

37.5% 17.2% 18.8% *

0.0% 0.0% 26.6%

4.

51.6% 45:3% 43.8%

26.6% 26.6

.«.

4.7%

1.6% 3.1% 4.7%

17.2% 12.5% 23.4%

I
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Arabic Speaking Children's, Ask
Comprehension Stages Compared to Chomsky 'sa

Stage Success Failure Number
within age

Chomsky's

6 8 .10 Stage & Number
.

1 -ndne- Cases A
1

,A2 ,B&C 2 0 1 Vi 8

2. Case. A.- Cases ik2 vB&C i 0 0 B 2
T

3 Cases A1&A.2 Cases B&C. 7 6 5 0. c not

4 Cases, Al ,A28(A3 Case . C 4 9 -9 D comparable

5 Cases Al ,A2.,B&C -ncinê- 0 0 1 E 14

aThe Arabic Stages are based on the.ease with which children made the correct'
grammatical assignment of subjecI of complqment clause of the.Asrimperatives:.

a.
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Table 7

Number.of Children., by Age, Who Show Different Levels
qf Performance,on Tell P and Promise Constructions

Tell P Promise

6

Age
8 10

Fail Fail 0 0 1

Fail Passb 1 1

Mi.xedc' MiXed 1 1 '0

Mixed Pass 0 /0 1

?Pass Fail
(,

9 13 5

Pass Mixed c3 0 3

'Pass Pass 2 1 5

aFail was defined as makIng 3 or 4 errors out of 4 possbilities

bPass was defined as making 0 or 1 errors out of 4 possbilities

cMixed was defined as making 2 errors out of 4 possbilities

I.
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